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We would like to take this opportunity to present our latest catalog of
FRP pipe and duct supports. After more than 40 years of providing this
family of supports we have spent most of the past year reviewing all of
the supports in our catalog and realized that several of the designs were
special and have not been widely utilized. These have been deleted and
we have gone back to the original designs that have been so successful.

Satisfying
client needs.
Assisting with
engineering
and support
design.

We listened to piping designers and have incorporated suggestions that
make this catalog more usable. By deleting these special supports we
have narrowed the selection to the basic supports that meet 99% of all
FP piping system requirements.
• This new catalog of supports presents the supports that have
proven to be the most successful and popular designs. The
specials that have crept into many catalogs are gone. These
were seldom used and only added confusion for the designer.
• The greatest improvement was achieved by increasing the BOP
to TOS dimension. Improving strength and solving a
manufacturing difficulty was the objective.
• New designs reduce the number of parts. Loose parts are
sometimes lost.
• These supports are tailored to match the unique properties of
FRP pipe and are not modifications of steel supports.
• U-Bolts for FRP pipe are a thing of the past. While many catalogs
still incorporate U-Bolts they have not proven workable for FRP
pipe.
• Lock washers are provided to insure bolting stays secure.
• FRP Supports require special packing for shipment and BEA
insures quality in packing.
A copy of the new BEA catalog is available on our website. We would
appreciate an opportunity to quote supports for your project. Also let us
provide any auxiliary steel needed for supports.

E-mail- newsletters
Newsletters are a way of sharing knowledge. BEA will provide a timely
newsletter that brings the latest FRP technology to all clients and will
provide answers to your questions related to piping systems. FRP pipe
was born in Birmingham and so were the supports that match the unique
properties of this corrosion resistant material.



Seminar now Available

The ASME NM-2 has recently incorporated a stress analysis method for
FRP Pipe that simplifies calculations and speeds up design. Our seminar
provides valuable information for FRP design and the use of this method
of analysis. The seminar is an 8 hour program for engineers and
designers and provides 8 PDHs for PEs.
Call or email for schedule and cost.

Why this seminar is important: The manual stress calculation
described in NM-2, Nonmandatory Appendix A, Calculation of Pipe
Support Load is the fastest method for determining support, guide and
anchor spacing and insures the system will operate within allowable
stresses. This method of analysis is covered in the piping seminar along
with a sample problem. Complex systems can be broken into simple
systems for analysis with only one calculation.
The use of formal stress programs is another calculation in NM-2 but
requires the purchase or lease of commercial programs. These
programs were designed for analysis of high temperature metallic pipe
and have recently been adapted to analyze fiberglass pipe. The program
requires a separate run for each change in support, guide or anchor with
the objective of locating support elements that will allow the system to
operate within allowable stresses. Multiple runs are normally required to
achieve the desired stress. Complex systems can require as many as
15-20 runs and can take days to complete.
The method covered in the seminar has more than 35 years of
successful use and requires only 10% of the engineering time required
for formal analysis. Formal analysis requires years of engineering
experience while the manual analysis can be easily used by both
designers and engineers.
Visit our website to download Pipe Support Catalog and Technical White
Papers:
Chemical Piping Alert
Stress Analysis of FRP Pipe
Flange Sealing
History of Anchors and Supports
Expansion
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